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FOREWORD

This report describes how the natural geomagnetic environment
influences Magnetic Anomaly Detectors (MAD) used by Naval aircraft in
ASW operations. It has been developed from training materials originally
prepared by the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office for use in on Applied
Environmental Science for Patrol Anti-Submarine Warfare Systems course.

Comments on the usefulness of this report and zuggestions for
improvement are welcomed.

F. L. SLATTERY 1

Captoin, U. S. Navy
Commander
U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office
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11T!RODUCTOON

Magnetc Anomaly Detectcrs (MAD) have been carried aboard U. S.
N aval Aircraft for cbout 25 years. From the ASQ-l of the 1940's to today's
ASQ-10, the basic principle of the system has remained the same. What has
improved over the years are such things as the electronic circuits, comp1eho-
tion procedures, and a better understanding of the natural environment in
w4nich the detectors operate.

During the Iwo and one-half decades of the evolution of MAD. gear
many reports have been prepared for the purposes of instructing those reqxosi-
ble for the operation of MAD devices as to the proper maintenance, repair,
and tactical use of these detectors. Those reports that have dealt with the
principle; of operation of MAD, or the geomagnetic environment in which MAD
operates, have been written primarily for the information of the scientist or
engineer involved in the development of the instrumentation. This report has
been prepared in an effort to better inform those directly involved in MAD
operations about certain principles of operation and the natural environmental
factors affecting the MAD equipment.

ORIGINS OF THE STUDY OF GEOMAGNETICS

Everyone engaged in Naval Aviation is well acquainted'with man's
most successful magnetic sensing device, the magnetic compass. The magnetic
compass, in cre farm or another, has been used for centuries; it is a simple
reliable device which even today is a most important navigation instrument.

It is uncertain who first exploited tho directional properties of the
earih's magr.etic field; both Asians and Europeans have been cited as the
originators of the magnetic compass. It is known that the peculiar properties
of what was called the lodestone were mentioned in ancient Greek literature
some 600 B.C.

The lodestone, or magnetite as it would later be called, was said to
have great power; that coud cure inoray sorts of maladies. One of the myths
connected with the magic stone warned that if it was rubbed with garlic it
would lose its directive properties, therefore, sailors of the Middle Ages,
were warned not to eat garlic or onions for fear of depriving the compass of
its directive properties. (The admonition against garlic and onions could well
serve the "flying -.ailors" of the Twentieth Century.)

Many names ae involved with the development of the magnetic compass;
one of the first autnorctive European reports on the properties of the magnet and



:e cO: of I compc;:, was written by ýhe Frenchman, Pierre Pelerin
C ý sc 1i., knovmn clso as P,!rus Pcregrinus. He reported his experiments
with1 D i -mc r•,, i ad compass in a letter to a friend ,Witten in 1269.

Th~e & wvcapment of the compass contributed greatly to the epic
voy.o;s of diUvovery of the 15th and 16th centuries. During these long
voyaoý-y il- w,,s noted that the compass did not i-i fact point tc true north.
"Thi. dilcrepon:cy between the direction that the compass pointed and true
,orth :';as clho noted by the astronomers of the era. By the first half of the

15th c•=nury the angular difference between hue ncith and magnetic north
had bf en documented. Thus magnetic variation became an acknowledged
faci. The term m 2aetic variation is still used by the marine and pir navigators
of tod&:y. LMjnetic declination is the name used for the same angle by the

On -."ost modern charts used for air navigation, lines of equal magnetic
variation arc drawn. These lines are called isogonic lines. One of the
earlie.t ch&ris presenting lines of equal variation was the work of astronomer
Edrnond Halley. In 1701 Halley published a chart showing the variation lines
over the Atlantic Ocean based upon observation made aboard the Bitish ship
"PI'Paruour" between 1698 and 1701, a survey funded by the Sritish Government.

In 1544, a Nuremberg instrument maker named Hartmann, recorded the
fact flicat whwn he magnetized a perfectly balanced compass needle the north
end tended io dip below the horizon. A contemporary of Hartmann in London,
Robert Norman, became intrigued by the tendency of the compass needle to
dip. He was the first to devise an instrument to measure the dip of the magnetic
field, or moýinetic inclination to give the angle its more formal name.

Norrnan's investigations led him to publish a book called, "The Newe
Attractive" in 1581. In the book Norman theorized that the compass needle
-was influenced by a point within the earth instead of being influenced by the
heavens, as most people of that time thought.

William Gilbert, in 1600, published one of the great works in the
science of georagnetics. Gilbert in his "De Magnetic" proposed that the
earth itself vws a "r,eat magnet"; that like the lodestone, the earth had
magnetic poles and a magnetic equator. Much of the material Gilbert presented
was based on his own very careful experimentation. Gilbert believed that the
earth's magnetic field was tiniformily distributed throughout the globe, and that
although the field may differ in direction from place to place that it held its
direc;;on with time, except in those instances when some geologic catastrophy
might change it.
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if Gi'ert's th-cory ha0J been right, that the field remained stable with
time, t;2e stu- y of geomagneti-s would be far simpler. However, shortly after
Gilbert's deaQh, Henry Gellibrcnd, a professor of mathematics, determin-d the
magnetic variation it a location near London was 4*06, East. H!, observations
were made in June 163A. Gellibrand searched the records of previous observers
cnd discovered that in 1580 the variations in the area had been 11'15' East.
The prcctical importance of Gellibrand's discovery to the navigators of his and
succeeding tires was immense. The records of variation observations in the
London area ore most interesting; they kow that in 1600 the magnietic ver~ation
was about 10' East and 'by 1800 the variation hod changed to 24* West. The
1965 World Variation Chart shows the value at London to be 7-1/20 West.

Another Londoner, George Graham, is generally credited with the
discovery of the fact that in addition to the long term change Gellibrarid
observed, that, there is also a daily change of the field. After rmaking many
observations at various times of the day, he announced his findings of the
daily variations in 1722. Dj*ly vario, ion is not of much importance in naviga-
f ion, 6ut it must be taken into consideration in land surveys f ' ,e are,,s using
magnetic compaosses.

Much of the early knowledge of the earth's magnetic field was gained
from the observations oi the mariners and explorers of tWe era of the wooden
hulled ships. The explorers of the Arctic and Antarctic contributed much know-
ledge about the magnetic polar areas. These men had both a scientific and a
practical navigational interest in determining the variaion of the earth's field.
In the early 18W0's magnetic observatories were set up in n.any o-ounth'es
in order ti more systematically record the changes in the m.gnetic field
comnponents. One of the first observatories operated in the Urnited States was
located at Girad College, Philadelphia, from 1840 to 1845.

The latter part of the 1800's saw a great increase in the number of
magnetic observatories. Many land surveys were undertaken for the purpose of
determining the magnetic variation. In Sweden a special instrument mcs
developed for the purpose of conducting surveys for iron ore. This instrument
hod its magnetic needle suspended so that it could rotate in both the horizontal
and vertical plane. The first magnetic prospecting survey was conducted in the
United States in New Jersey in 1880 using an American version of the Swedish
mining compass.

Although much work had been done in establishing magnetic observatories
and conducting surveys over land, until the 1900's, very little work had
been done defining the earth's field over the three-quarters of the earth cr-nered
by the oceans. The early surveyors at sea were interested only in magnetic
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vwriction observations. The Depariment of Terrestricl Mognetism of the Carnegie
inýtitute of Washington was or.e of the pioneers in magnetic surveys at sea. The
specially designed and equipped . agnetic survey vessel CARNEGIE covered
about 30.:000 line mires of ocean survey work from 1909-1229. Carnegie made
observations of variation, dip, and horizontal intensity. Unfortunately the
CARNEGIE was destroy:d by fira in Samoa in November 1929.

Today, the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office is charged with the
responsibility of publishing a series of world charts that define the various
components of the earth's magnetic field. In order to provide the information
for these charts, Project MAGNET, a world-wide survey of the ocean areas of
the globe vws started in 1953. This airborne survey is conducted using two
spacially modified and equipped U. S. Naval Aircraft, one a C-54, the other
a C-121. In a typicol year these aircraft will provide 230,000 line miies of
data for the charting program. The magnetometer used aboard these aircraft
is a Vector Airborne Magnetometer (VAM). This instrument was developed
by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory from the AN/ASQ-3A magnetometer: a
MAD device. Prcject MAGIt-•T observations include total intensity, dip, and
variation. Figwe 1 shows the relationship of the components of the earth's field.

MAGNETIC AIRBORNE DETECTION

The field of exploration geophysics has enjoyed a rapid growth in the
20th century. Many techniques and instruments have been invented that have
proved most useful in the discovery of mineral resources.

Those geophysicists who specialized in magnetic prospecting were
quick to recognize the great advantage that could be gained if a method
could be found Yo obtain valid magnetic measurements from an aircraft. In
1941, Gu!' ReLearch and Development Corporation perfected a flux-gate
magnetometer that could be used in the air.

Gulf's magnetometer saared a common experience with many young men
in the early 1940's; it was drafted. The National Defeme Research Committee
(NDRC) recognized the great anti-submarine warfare potential of this magneto-
meter, and before it could hunt for minerals and oil it was assigned the task of
hunting submarines. NDRC -ponsored the development of the AN/ASQ-1 and 2.
Later development of MAD was undertaken by NOL.

MAD was not widely used in World War II because it was not available
in quantity untl the later stages of the war. Probably the first significant -Ise
of MAD was aboard PBY aircraft used to establish a barrier at the Straits of Gibralter
during 1944. Several submarines were sunk as a result of initial MAD contact.

4
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Thewe sinkings discourcged the Germans from using the Straits as a passage to
the Mcditerralnean Sea.

The ASQ-10 magnetometer being flown aboard modern fleet aircraft can
be described as a flux-gate or saturable core magnetometer. The sensing element
of the ASQ-10 responds to changes in the total field component of the earth's
field, desigrnated by th-i F in Figure 1. The standcrd unit of measurement of F
is the gamma. Figure 2 shows how the value of F varies over the earth's surface.
When the earth's field is presented at this scale a rather smooth pattern results.
However, later in this report when a small area of the earth is examined in
detail it will be seen that the field does in fact have many irregularities.

The prospector is interested in the large relative changes in total
intensity that are caused by the particular geologic ziructure in a survey area.
The MAD operator is interested in detecting a much smaller change in the
earth's field caused by the distortion of the total field component when a
submwine's magnetic fie~d is superimposed on the natural field.

Both the prospectar cnd the MAD operator use the earth's field balance
to cancel the major portion of the earYhbs field. By means of this device the

~,ser can reduce the portion of the field he must deal with from a typical value
of 50,000 gammas to 1 ,O00 to 2,000 gammas. However, when the zensor is
used in delecting submarines, a special filter is added to the magnetometer
system; it "s the output of the filter that it displayed io the MAD operator on
his st-lop chaut -ecarder.

THE WA•O FILTER AND DETECTION FACTORS

In order to properly inrtpret the varicus types of signals that appear
or. the MAD recorder trace it is necessary to understaend how the filter works.
The filter has been edded to the system so that the relatively small signal
cq.neroted by the submarine can be separated from the: natura: gradient of the
enth's field. Figure 3 illustrates the affect of superimpcdng the field of a

sub-narine on the earth's field.

The submarine, like most magnetic bodies, can be cornsidered to have a
positive and negative pole. A magnetic body with two poles is termed a dipole.
The shape and size of the signal that will appear en the MAD trace will depend
on the follwing factors: (a) the size of the submarine; (6) how fast i.he airci..
is traveling; (c) the closest point of approach of the aircraft to the submarine;
(d) the couirse of the aircraft as it passes through the submarine's field; (e) the
mognet;c heading of the submarine. Another factor, the effect of the natural
magnetic background, will'be discussed in the next section.
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ric,,urc ,',uict, tlia :,cx; of a submarine signal as seen by the sensing
eImWrnin of tho ragnjatcmclter. In this case the- aircraft course was north magnetic
of an olt*-tuda of j60 feet. The aircraft passed directly over a surfacid aibmmne
headed norih nmi ,etic. The positive and negative segments of the submarine
signral are avidan-. Afth(,.gh the submarine signal appeauion the MAD recorder
as a single form or shape, the signal is actually made up-of a combintion of
several frequencies. A detailed analysis of this submarine signal shows that it is
composed principally of the five frequencies shown in Figure 5. The4figure shows
thz difference in amplitude of the various frequencies as well as the Phw. shift.
Th'i 5'hai r4ft c,•n Im ioon by notintl the dIfferant storge in the cylco f11 each
frequency at line A.

Figure 6 is an amplitude response curve for a filter used in un ASQ-10
MAD system. This type or filter is used in patrol aircraft whose usual maneuve-
ing speed for MAD operations is about 180 knots. The filter is designed to
admit those frequerncies that compose the submarine signal while exluding the
low frequencies such as would be produced as the aircraft mo•,es through the
earth's normal field, and the higher frequencies generated by the aircraft
electrical systems. The five fundamental frequencies shown in Figure,5 are
marked on the amplitude response curve, along with the percentage of the
amplitude passed by the filter.

To aid in visualizing how the various frequencies combine to form the
submarine signal, Figure 7 has been prepared. Starting with the five frequencies
shown 'n Figure 5, Figure 7 first adds frequencies 1 and 2, then on each succ-ssive
curv:e one more frequency is addedi ;" bottom curve combines all rve frequencies.
The bottom curve shows a total amplitude of 3.5 gammas as compared to the
original 4 gamma amplitude in Figure 4. This demonstrates that the five funda-
mental frequencies in this signal account for 87.5% of its amplitude. Other
higher frequencies of smaller amplitude than the five shown make up the rest of
the signal.

Figure 8 compares the detectable submarine signal with the resultant
signal that would be seen on the MAD trace. The figure shows that the aircraft
woo.ld have traveled about 3000 feet during the time the recognizable part of
the submarine signal occurred on the MAD trace. At 180 knots this would mean
about ten (10) seconds of time. After passing through the MAD filter; approxi-
mately 82% of the signal remains to be displayed on the MAD trace.

Figures 9 has been prepared to demonstrate the effect of a change of
aircraft speed on the MAD signal processing system. If we take the some track

9
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shrourh i'he nrubrrarin: field, but a:-.urre the speed haz bnen reduced to 90 knols,
!he d:tia.arr• •sdgncal will still occur over 3000 feet of flight path,
bui it wooul• t.<,k- _,but 2U, seconds of time to occur, rather than 10 seconds.
Tha rsibm.arihe y:ioal wlil ,tHll be of the same amplitude but because of the
Jo-we speed the rýDwhmtant frequency makeup of the signal would be diffei'ent.

Fia.re 10 :1h,.,s what the Live fundamental frequencies are at the slower
,peed anA just :vt percentage of the amplitudS of these ;iequencies will pass
hr'oumgh the filter. It is evident that a far lower percento•e of the amplitude of

those frequŽencies pass through the filterr than those shown im Figure 6. This
demonstrates the fact that a filter designed fkr a carrying vehicle speed of 180
knots vould not be suitable for a much lower speed. For thIs reason, in the
days of thl lighter-than-air craft, a filter centered at a lower frequency was
used in the MAD equipment they c~rried. If helicopters are used for MAD
work, they too must hnve a different filter because of their lower speed.

The amplitude of the submarine signal is quickly diminished as the
aircrlft moves hnriher away from the submarine. Figure 11 shows what happens
wAen 9he al'craf;I 1ins through the fiel" of the submarine at the some altitude,
.Teed, and headinj, hut cn a parallel track that hca a 400 foot horizontal
separation caom tha Prot track prerented in Figure 8. The detectable submarine
signal has baen rciuced to 1.6 ganmas and the resultant MAb signal has been

reeuced to 1.2 g-o;,mras.

Figt.T•e 12 '>Ia been prep-crd to illustrate that the signai generated by
the snme sulmarin3 can look very different depending on the aircraft's path
t0rhuCh me submr0aine field. In this case the aircraft altitude and speed were

ii wovne, 500 fe.i and 180 knots, but its course was east magnetic and its
horizontal -eparcoE.n f.om the suboarine was 200 feet. The resultant submarine
signal had only one distinct negative peak, not the positive and negative peaks
shown in other illustrations. A parallel track through the submarine's field that
paoed 200 feet south of the submarine would have only a positive peak. If an
anrlysis of the frequency content of this signal were made, the fundamental fre-
quencies comprising the signal would be found to be very much different than
those shown in Figure 5.

So f•ar we hove examined the effect on the MAD signal of the speed of
the aircraft, the tgparation of the aircraft and submarine, and the course of the
aircraft as :.1 pas.s through the submarine's field. Another factor, the effect of
the ;ize of the sutmcrine on the signal size should be self evident. The last
factor to be eycanmined in this .ection is the magnetic heading of the submarine
at the time of cor4oct.
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..... ;"X • n •ub.rir can be said to be coapo•ed of
S......-, ••,,. mognetism. Thýe subject of permanent cnd

L Dn;.O a 'Vý -`V compie, ore, only the essentials will bt

a n-' r e~ vw{ich is re~tained by twi
,ý 10--, : '1C of" tire ý,-,tifliowr Tpreciable reduction. Inducod n g~netism is

o: :Jrr+ ++ • a piece oF rnaterial while it is under the influence of an
e:~t¢• rn+ :•r field. M;k, iyeps of roninetfi .motarinl t ec* in the

S............... snco Cc they operate in tho earth's magnetic field,
W'ýy "+'3x 1J ct+ 6ýhcc+ est cs o' both perrian..nt and induced magnetism.

,% rJ swn':.' reteic filed cannot bo cdequately represented by cAIy
flýnn lt: 'Ia ý to -ýCzn- n.-,atnr-t can be-naet

?t Of oF ellswV1 and induced fie-ds of a submczrin--.
in thce i u~tu:rc: , Fi4A •ur 13, n permanent field of one unit of strength is
al"Urr-ed onrr; .+ih . fild of two units of strength on a north headirgj.

a- 0 M .,flh tih - inmuc'.c component of the submarine's field will aoJ
d; o gy -n:nt ccý.,,onms und the a pIi tuda f the sbmrine's

S... ...... :,l tc asto, %`Vhen the submarine is headed east or west its
mn..ucad comc, is r-ons de-lohy reduced becacse the magnetic field is r-)
lo:+er -ic' Jj ;jh i'hc masor exis of the submarine. On a south magnetic
lrw-ding the p -frcnrwnt and ird!ced fields will be directly opposed and on this
hclading ih m onn-nPt + iurc wilt be +he least. On the inermediate hecdvngs
e• a -•Ftudi f'l t+ si!1ý-ra'twtrc will range ehvte-n f+h nmcmhnum and minimtm

0 1 s mre.ant oCIy cs an i~lusitraion and the resujlts shoyw are
3i Ii onl%! for c umoor adetio & There cre in fact a very wide variety of

+o;+blo ... ,Y+s o perma'i crmt and induced fields.

'ihere c +eps, !hat can ix. taken to reduce the magnetic signature of
ai s~bar~cn . '1 wh lim thk eUectivenezs of these procedures diminishes,
and tWe crplituJA1 of the magnatic signature increases once again.

ENVh1•O+ i=O-NMV TAl•. U.+TO S AFFECTING MAD OPERATIONS

1ie Mu) Dltv has 'C.en designed to pass the frequencies that comprise
the suw• . : ,ile rc:!jcing those frequencies which might interfere
wilh the proper k!c ?:icctticn of tcrqot signals. it ;s not possible to build a

20
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i -al~ rc, i c, c unVMante d frzq.tenc ies; as a resul cerkiw
< -. c" " c .= MtA.D traCe es nioise. -this noise can be

.in i LM i ci*t1 ,; cr on-bee-rd noise, and environmental nois.

s, t zrsonose w ut acr~e on the trace as a
L-, , v :cc f the ar-plitude and duration of cer•iain

s :i* posil "Orc it~ to V.s-k a% 4lI4 sina and~4 therefore

o_,714J..,,!.v., - r ci:.j c, th:; M'A D gear.

C n- ,:Ic rgoi;! Lias as iIs source the electronics of the instrument ;tself,

-- thl.• • Ie•t•kic,:Jl and electronic equipment of the aircraft. On-board
o ,c- nrolle- by a concientiot job of comp#nsaton and maintenarnce.

"%.Aii rok will ýot cons;der the effects of or-board noise but will confine itself

10 u discusikon iif ernv;romental noise.

iviron;l'intal noise can be sub-divided into two types, geologic and
tam:oral, The tern geologic noise is applied to noise which has as its source
natur•lly occuer•inj mornnetic anomalies. These anomalies are caused by magnetic

r~iareal -,resen;n• irn the earth's crust. Temporal (time varying) magnetic noise
cý,ppears ; the fornm of magntic storms and micropulsations. There is nothing
thot the MAD týmeratcr can do about the problems of geologic and temporal noise

ut pretare. HoI-vr, it is important that he be aware of these sWurces of noise

zo limtl ko con e ier e.vlute what is happening on his recorder trace.

Caftair gacral *,mbivations con be made about the geologic noise

problem. Geoogic noise is generally more pronounced in shallow water areas

llc usa over f,,350 areas the detector is much nearer the source of t,.h anomaly.
MAgnetic w:•or dias are often associated with unusual bottom features such as

5cirnoumnts. A,-•:,alis cr'e "frozen" in the earth's crust and they are very stable

over loe perie:ls of time. It is true that the absolute value of the field changes

m'il timc, but ;ýe ge-ncal shape of the magnetic anomaly changes very little

v,.•,• ti•. If c:• carea has a bad geolcgic noise problem today, it will

(Na jusi, a-I badn ft,ýitrrow.

A stand. d method of representing the earth's total magnetic field com-

por3nt•, , is Li a contcur chart. Figure 14 is a contour chart of F along the

Jnited States El-t Coas'. The contours on this chart represent a 50 gamma

con•io0r itervo'.. The caontours join points of equal magnetic intensity and are

colled i4-dyn•'.•ic lines.

/ath•." type oi contour presentation more familiar to Naval Aviators is

,e_ w,-t-r .r-). On the weatflv i m.np isobars connect points of equal barometric

•-essure cit the 'arth's surface o ct some specific altitude. Anomalous features

in 4he prdwsre .Ztaern are clesignoted as highs or lows. The center of the high

or low is us.iOQ/, enclosed by on isobar and a value assigned to the highest or

lo-,sx bcro.-met: c ob:ervition. The spacing of the contours around the highs and
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... of pra!o uro -rcdent. Similarly, magnetc
h' J2 C. lows n flt, e iith's mognetic field, and thi:'

r." 1 rv, i d by the ipacing of the contours around the

rc -k 0-,a eo.Tt cooar: c-a, the magnetic feld in 'h
f 42 ianzis out c.s az. ttremtely complex area. 1the

. <i;•ii~s wit'o Lm• p0-adients mcke this the worst operating aoca
. A:: . co-i4. h1ae crea betwann 370 to 390 North, by

ly feoi cnc . :ý!k.s witit very lo%,i gradients; in this area MAD
""oA' be igoo-d. Another area oý interest is between 39* a4 400

ýc i. 11 6;1o1 49 Wer. ITl, grouxp of ir~go anomalies in this area arc
%.)%• A "Ih New Er.-clnd Soomount Chain. This sem.nount chain

r ") t •o sotu;h-^ost and each seount has an anomaly ce-.iated
,., •, ;A ".Ic = en cnc '•A) trace.

%"; :.0 c m,_ýi,,cin• are oxcnmples of different types of W"D
,: 'c:~': -,: ""e CGulf of Maine is a shallow water area with a complcx

Sic- c ait p,.c lnem; 37' to 39' North is a low geologic noise area in both
:~ k\ -n ~ ~ , ý -amoijnt ar.c:a is an example of a deep wcýe

n V~ ~le c' Cw ologic nCi..In order to tcke a closer look
. L 15, ct," 17 have b.-an preparemd.

- . h *.} o,_-Acrgement of pf of Figure 14, the contour
ch4. ;t, , .Z7'° •: 3•"` 'd.: band. This enlargement includes a small
n.: y, in;y imw Li cro_.•" zc ,nomaly mc kcz 1345-1349, represents an air-

*-rcr , ~.~ c ic . .' c. pc-.t B orl .3 figure vsho Is the rewivtant IAAD

S A.. obarv•. •ions abut thc contour portion of the figure. Each
o .' 'nts a 5C0 cmrnma change in the F component, every fifth

!C we " (:ir ilV.e gamma valuc noted. This contour format is
.i1 ly IL..in r.l •n:.arinr d.l_ loiled charts of the magnetic field. (The position

")f ihe c.1oto:y txes beet no;;d t that a cross reference can be made to the

', cC.. tline (icro-.::. f.ie anomaly thows the aircraft passed the pea.,,
4F il,' . ý ": ?472. On tAe MAD trace the affect of the anomaly can be
noi~ d co -. t tamn; it c i- s a broad signal of about 1 gamma amplitude.
A .iarok:• -•. iv of rctin, anomalies is by their gradient, that is, their rete
of increa. a: d•.Žciase in a g;ven distoac3. The steepest gradient associated
wi•-, this , 7; ih~t .t that the caircrafý pzaissed over between 1347 and
'13.; S;h " ,i awa ol,,cxt .0 gammas per mil, as cormpcx-ed to the
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r•c ,•nil• iId •dnt ilc' tc Atlantic Ceas;- of 10 gammas per mile in a
nc, di dhrection. This anomaly is located in shallow water and would
• J•y nroic3d on u MAD trace.

•IV shows cnother enlargement of the contour chart. In this
fre c•.,: oi. th- anomalies associated with the New England Seamount Chain
is Tresr: 1he contour Format is the same, but it can be noted that whien a
ve~ry se- ,-adient is de*icted, the contour lines between the heavy linrs are
oftf n r-ra.ped so that the presentation will not become illegible. Another detail

f"ice prc:entaiion is the method of noting a low in the magnetic field. In the
upLer po. ion of the figure the value of 54,384 is ,.oted. The inner,contour
niroursdirj this value has several short lines called hachures extending inward
froin tiL contour. This hachuring procedure is used to differentiate between an
an-:maly thsat represents a low point in the field rather than a high point.

Figure 16B shows how the MAD trace looked as the aircraft passed
over the anornaly. Th" anomaly had a noticeable affect on the'MAD trace
owVc. about a three minute period during which a signal of up to 4-1/2 gammas
peci'c to peak can b, seen. [he gradient of this feature runs as high as 290
gcamnmas r,,, mile. Some of the larger magnetic. anomalies associated with the
cth-r s2tn-.ounts would drive the pen on the MAD recorder off scale at this 5
gamr.na sottrng. There are 2200 futhoms of water over this seamount, so the MAD
detector .i,,s well scparatcd from the source of the anomaly, yet the frequency
content oF the, anornaly was wuch that the MAD trace was affected.

Figure 17 presents an example of how geologic noise interferes with
MAD operotions in 1he Gulf of Maine. The contour presentation shows on
area that irncludes several small anomalies. In this case. the peak values of
most of the anomriles have been omitted so that the illustration would not
become cluttered.

The small anomaly over which the aircraft track passed is located in
about 100 fathoms of water and has a maximum gradienr of 400 gammas per
mile. Tch r,.sultant MAD trace shows that this small intenie feature caused
the MAD recorder pen to go off scale or. the 25 gamma setting just after 1230.
A second signal can be seen just after 1232 caused by a riege in the magnetic
field over which the aircraft passed. It is quite evident thot if a submarine
had been located in the area the aircraft passed over between 1230 and 1231
its si~jnal would have been hidden by the signal from the magnetic anomaly.
Conversely, it if quite possible that the signal caused by the small anomaly at
1230 f and the signal seen at 1232+ could have been mistaken for target signals.
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In stucdying these examples of geologic noise, it is important to note
that in Figuref, 15 and 16 the ASQ-10 function switch was set on 5 gummas and
in Figure 17 the setting was 25 gammas. This switch governs the sensitivity
of the data dikplayed on the MAD trace. In areas where the general level ol
geologic noise is low the MAD equipment can be cperated on a very sensitive
setting such as the 5 gamma setting of Figure 15 and 16. Areas in which there
is a high level of geologic noise the operator must go to a higher setting it
ordet to keep the recoi-der pen on scale. Of course at these higher settings
it will be difficu!t, if not impossible, to see a small submarine anomaly.

The function switch does not affect the filter operation. The band-
pass of the filter is set and is beyond the operator's control. In gencal 4i'hr
function switch should be set so that the average level of activity on the trace
does not e.ceed two major divisions.

Detailed magnetic contour charts can be helpful in evaluating MAD
performance. The charts alone cannot exactly define how large a signal a
specific anomaly will create on a MAD trace. However, the charts can provide
an indication of whether to expect good, fair, or poa MAD performance in an
area. Three important keys in evaluating an area for MAD performance are the
gradients of the anomalies in the area, the size of the anomalies, and the depth
of water over the anomalies. Figure 18 makes a general evaluation of MAD
along the Atlantic Coast based on the magnetic contour chart of the area.

Figure 14, the contour chart of the Atlantic Coastal Region, is actually
a composite of 15 separate charts. The three enlarged contour examples show
the scale of the original data, 1:500,000. Copies of the original 15 chcrts can
be obtained from the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office; they are called the
H.O. 17507 series of charts. Other contour charts of the magnetic field
covering large areas of the Norwegian Sea and Mediterranean Sea are also
available from the Oceanographic Office. The geomagnetic data available
from the Oceanographic Office is described in the Oceanographic Office
i'ublication IR 67-52.

In using magnetic contour charts for evaluating MkAD performance the
track spacing of the survey data must be taken into consideration. Usually,
the chart will state track spacing or show tick marks on the contour lines
irdicating where the tracks passed. In the case of the Atlantic Coast magnetic
data the track spacing was about 5 miles. It is likely that certain small features
were nt shown.

Anothcr type of aid that can be used to evaluate MAD performance is
ti-e Bottom Contour Chart (fRC Chart). This type of chart presents contoured
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information on thc ýhope of the ocean bottom. The unusual features on the •lI•r
of the oceani s�.h as rclamount• and ridges are shown on BC charts in a contour

format very similar to the .nognetic contour format.

In a prvious si-ctien of this report the affect on MAD of one of the
seamounts in the New England Seamount Chain was axamined (Figure 16). It

wat mentioned that each of the srnmounts had a magnetic anomaly associated
with it. Not only the New England seamounts but most other seamounts in the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans have a rm.c[etic anomaly associated with them.

Some of these anomalies con interfer with MAD operations. If a BC Chart is
available for an operating area, it may provide a guide to those places where
goologic noise may interfere with MAD operatiornt.

Very large ocean floor features such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge are
known to have many difficult operating areas asnciated with them. Parts of
he Norwegian Sea, the seas around Iceland, areas near the Hawaiian Islands,

and off the West Coast of the United States particularly north of 400 latitude,
are other areas in w'nich geologic noise can be a problem. Although the exact

amount of geologic noise to be experienced in the vicinity of any bottom feature

cannot be precisely determined from the BC Charts, they can often provide an

explanation of any peculiar patterns see, on $he MAD trace.

The U. S. Naval Ocennographic Office Chart Catalog, H.O. Pub. No.
I-N, Introdu(;ion Part I!, lists the BC Charts currently available.

The second type of environmental no•re that can affect MAD equipment

is termed temporal mcgn,5tic noise. To reiterate, temporal magnetic noise may

be 6efined as vuch phenomena as the usual daily variation of the field, magnetic

storms, and micropulsations. The normal daily field variation is such a long

period or low frequency chonge that it will be excluded by the filter in the

MAD equipment.

Any marked degree of disturbance of the earth's magnet;c field can be

considered a magnetic storm. Figure 19 shows the number of hours per year

during the years 1961-1968 that the magnetic field could be considered moderately

'o severely disturbed. These loors represent the amount of time during the years
.ndicated that the efficiency of MAD gear could have been impaired by storm type

activity. This is based on the assumption that when the field reaches the moderately

disturbed Ievz! some of the activity passes through the filter and appears as noise on

the MAD trace. Storm duratinns of 40 to 50 hours are not uncommon. In the las?

several years, the longest strm occurred during 1962; it lasted 172 hours.
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1IGUPE 19. MAGNETIC STORM HOURS PER YSAR, 1961-1968
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One of the things that can be seen from Figure 19 is the cyclical
natures of the. storm activity. In the past the magnetic storm cycle has ranged
from 8 to 17 years, with an avorage of 11.2 years. The magnetic storm cycle
is directly related to the sun spot cycle. In the present cycle 1965 was the
year of minimum activity.

Within the yearly cycle there is a monthly sub-cycle. Long term
studies of magnetic activity have shown that the months nearest the equinoxes
are the most active magnetically. The months of Septewber and October are
the most active; the next two' most active months are March and April.

Just how does storm activity affect MAD operation? As stated pre-
viously some of the storm activity does find its way through the filter; It
cannot be precisely stated just how large this affect will be. It is known that
at times, the amplitude of the noise on the MAD trace caused by storms caon
be very high. The pattern appearing on the MAD trace can be of such art'
amplitude and of such an unusual nature as to make the operator douý 4 is
equipment is working properly. In fact, there haoe been cases wýwm MAD
equipment has been shut down and considered out-of-order beca•u• of tho
appecrance of intense storm activity.

When pronounced storm activity occurs, it occ.ris all over the world
at the same t,-tie. However, there is a definite lat"t•ide effect associated with
the severit, of storm activity. A general statement may be made that storm
severity is less at low latitudes than at high latitudes. That means that during
the same mcgnetic storm, aircraft flying out' of Puerto Rico might see very
little effect, and those flying out of Iceland would be wondering what happened
to their equipment.

Storm activity should be suspected as the source of noise when an

aircraft is operating in an area which usually could be considered a low level

noise area, and unusual activity is seen on the trace. If more than ore aircraft
1% engaged in the operation, all aircraft in the same area would see the same

type of noise.

One aid in evahl iting any unusual noise seen on the MAD trace is the
GEOALERT's broadcast by WW'V and WWVH. The times of these broadcasts
and the broadcast format is presented in Appendix One.

Both the terms magnetic storms and micropulsations were used in this
report at the beginning of the discus3ion of temporal magnetic noise. It was

intende'd that a distinction be made between marked disturbances of the field
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denoted by thfK term magnetic storms and a lower level of activity denoed
by the term mricr•pulsations.

There is, in fact, a wide variety of magnetic pulsotlonr ••tivity.. This
pulsation activity can take place during both active and quiet mawitic field
periods. In order to standardize the nomenclature of pulsation activity the
International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, (AGA in 1963,
made certain provisional designations for both the pulsations with more regular
forms, denoted pc, and the pulsations with more irregular firms, mdloed pi.
Table I show's the IAGA pulsation classification and typical arallhudws of the
various classes of pulsations.

The pulsations designated as pc 1, 2, 3, and pi 1, becauie of their
frequency would be of particular interest to those concerned with MAD opera-
tions. The amplitudes listed in Table I are typical for each class of pulsation,
but do not represent the maximum amplitude of the pulsations under all circum-
stances.

Each class of pulsation has certain definable characteristics; for intance,
pc 1 are very often observed in bursts that last abo'-: 30 minutes, but on rare
occasions may last up to 12 hours. Pc 1 activity is more likely to occur during
high solar activity in the week following large major magnetic disturbances.
Other class•es of pulsations show daily and seasonal variation, or variation is
amplitude and occurrence frequency as a function of latitude. Unlike major
magnetic storm occurrences, pulsation activity may be confined to a small area.

WHERE IS MAD GOING?

The next generation of MAD equipment, the AN/.ASQ-81, will be put
aboard the P 3-C aircraft during the 1970's. These new magnetometers will
operate on an entirely new principal called optical pumping. These new devices
are much more sensitive than the older flux-gate magnetometers, and they will
provide the means by which MAD detection ranges can be nmuch improved.

The progess represented by this break through in sensitivity brings
with it problems. In order to turn this sensitivity into increased detection
ranges a betier system of dealing with the problems of both on-board and
environmental noise must be devised.

There are those who believe that the best way to deal with the on-board
noise problem is to enclose the magnetometer in a housing and tow it at the end
of a cable. The Project MAGNET aircraft of Oceanographic Development
Squadron EIGHT have logged many survey hours with a towed ASQ-81 configura-
tion.
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TABLE I

MICROPULSATION CLASSIFICATION-

FREQUENCY TYPICAL
TYPE (Hz) AMPLITUDE

i (GAMMAS)

PC 1 5.000 - 0.2000 0.02 - 0.1

pc 2 0.200 - 0.1000 0.10 - 0.5

PC 3 0.100 - 0.0200 0.10 - 0.5

PC 4 o.o2o - 6.oo7o 0.50 - 10.0

pc 5 0.007 - 0.0017 10.00 - 75.0

pi I I ý000 - 0.0250 0, 20 - 0.6

pi 2 0.025 - 0.0070 0.20 - 0.6
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The U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office has done much work in the field
of geologic noise as it effects MAD. From this work it appears that the geologic
noise problem can be considerably reduced by new filtering techniques. ,Ien
new techniques mciiy take the form of developing special filters and chaits for
areas in which geologic noise is a particular problem. In this system t1le operator
would have a chart to assist him in choosirqg She proper filter to us In order to
get the best MAD performance possible.

The development of what could be termed a real time or self-adjuting
filter is also under investigation. This would be a rather sophisticated computerized
technique in which the filter band-pass could be altered as necessry to meet the
specific problems encountered in an operating area.

The Ocecanographic Office has also begun a comprehensive study of the
effect of magnetic storms and micropulsation activity on MAD equipment. One
of the immediate aims of this program will be acquiring specific examples of
temporal roise patterns so that they may be used by those involved in MAD
operations in evaluating unusual noise patterns seen on the MAD traces. A
long term aim of this study will be the development of a method by which MAD
users can be warned of the existence of oaverse magnetic conditions as they
c..,cui or shortly before they are expected to occur.
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APPENDIX A

BROADCASTS OF THE GEOALERTS BY WWV AND WWVH

The GEOALERT for a given day is first broadcast at 0418 UT on station
WWV*, Fort Collins, Colorado, then at 0448 UT on station WWVH **, Maui ,
Hawaii, and at hourly intervals until the next alert is issued. In case of delay

in receipt of the daily message, WWV or WWVH will be silent at 18 or 48

minutes after the hour UT, respectively, until the new message is received.

Each message begins with letters GEO in Morse Code and the coded
information follows. This coding permits three types of information at each
broadcast -- each in the form of letters repeated three times in slow International
Morse Code. The first set concerns the forecast of solar or geophysical events
or the observotin of stratospheric warming (or the observation of a stratospheric
warming together with a forecast of either solar or geophysical event). The
letters which may occur in the first set and their meaning are as follows:

EEE ( ) No forecast (or STRATWARM observation) statement (NIL)

III ( .. ) FLARES expected
SSS ( ... ) PROTON FLARE expected
TiT (- ) MAGSTORM expected
UUU ( . .- ) FLARES and MAGSTORM expected
VVV ( ...- ) PROTON FLARE and MAGSTORM expected

HHH (....) STRATWARMobserved

DDD (-.. ) STRATWARM observed and FLARES expected

BBB (-...) STRATWARM observed and PROTON FLARE expected
MMM ( -- ) STRATWARM observed and MAGSTORM expected

The second and third sets of letters refer to the occurrence of observed solar and

geophysical events. The time of onset of, or the existence of the phenomenon is

included by the letter broadcast. The coding for the time and type of event is
shown in the table given below.

Day before that of issue Day of
(hours UT) issue IN

00-06 06-12 12-18 18-24 00-04 PROGRESS NIL

2nd letter set: MMM TTT HHH SSS III GGG EEE

PROTON EVENT (--) (-) (....) (...) (..) (---) (-)

* WWV frequencies: 2, 5, 5, 10, 20, 25 MHz

** WWVH frequencies: 2, 5, 5, 10, 15 MHz
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00-06 06-12 12-18 18-24 00-04 PROGRESS NIL
3rd letter set: LIUU AAA BBB DDD NNN PPP EEE
GEOMA•GNETIC

STORM

Sample Messages (In International Mom Code):

GEO SSS EEE DDD

signifies: GEO = solar geophysical message

SSS = PROTON FLARE expected

EEE = no PROTON EVENT between 0000 UT yesterday and
0400 UT today

DDD = GEOMAGNETIC STORM occurred (began) between
1300-2400 UT yesterday

GEO III GGG NNN

signifies: GEO = solar geophysical message

IIl = FLARES expected

GGG = PROTON EVENT in progress

NNN = GEOMAGNETIC STORM began between 0000-0400 UT
today

(From National Bureau of Standards Special Pub. 236)

NOTE: The letters T, U, V'., and M of the first letter set and the third letter
set could be of assistance in evaluating unusual MAD noise patterns.
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